
Intracranial Pressure is More than a 
Number 





Lundberg- ICP may be very unstable, longer recording is essential! 



Monitoring of ICP and CPP. 
Are Mean Trends Sufficient? 

CPP= ABP- ICP 



Patterns: low and stable ICP 

 



Patterns: elevated and stable ICP 

 



Patterns: B waves 



Patterns: Waves related to rapid change in ABP 
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Patterns: Waves related to increase in CBF 

 



Patterns: Refractory intracranial 
hypertension 



Another refractory intracranial hypertension ? 











1 hour 

Long plateau wave – clear and present dager 



1 hour 

Plateau waves: interaction with brain tissue oxygen contant 



Termination of ICP plateau wave by 
manual hyperventilation: 



Low and stable ICP, plateau, plateau, plateau,  plateau, plateau... and died 
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ICP can be highly dynamic: There is a need for continuous monitoring 

Sometimes is less dramatic... 

Intracranial Pressure- More than a Number 





Hypothesis: HMF up = CVR down 



Regular vasogenic waves: B waves (Slow waves), respiratory and pulse 
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Slow vasogenic repetitive waves – B waves  



During B waves elevation of ICP seems to be synchronous with elevation of CBF 
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B waves in ICP are coherent with waves in CBF  
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Slow waves increase their intensity when mean ICP increases:  
higher frequencies damped  using MA filter- infusion test 
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Head injury- patients sedated, ventilated. Usually no or weak B waves 
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Slow waves and outcome after head injury 



Slow waves can be also seen in ABP and ICP- sometimes phase-shifted 



B waves- periods of silence and periods of regular waves 
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Long term monitoring of ICP- hydrocephalus 
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Respiratory component in mechanically ventilated patients 
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Phase shift between ABP and ICP at respiratory rate 
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Relationship between phase shift and outcome and mean ICP 

250 patients after TBI 

Thanks to Mr. P.Lewis 
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Dose ICP   = field above ICP>20 mm Hg 

It correlates with outcome. It obviously correlates with a time of NCCU stay 



• Hypothesis: a management protocol based on 
the use of ICP monitoring would result in reduced 
mortality and improved  neuropsychological and 

functional recovery at 6 months. 

No difference! 40% mortality 
Thanks to Mr. Angelos Kolias 



End-hour ICP compared to hour-averaged ICP – 5 days recording after TBI 

Only 50% of changes in averaged ICP can be illustrated by end-hour ICP!!! 
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What we have not discussed today it is ICP pulse 
waveform, but it will be featured in details in 
following lectures  

Message to take home: 
1. ICP is more than a number 
2. ‘Hyperaemic waves’ 
3. Waves caused by rapid changes in 

ABP 
4. Refractory intracranial 

hypertension – lethal 
phenomenon.  

5. Waves: slow (B waves), plateau 
waves 

6. Respiratory wave- potentially 
useful in ventilated patients 


